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INTRODUCTION

Following upon the successful discovery by Falconbridge Copper Ltd. 

of a zinc-rich massive sulphide deposit in the Winston Lake region of north 

western Ontario, interest was awakened in the results of an earlier airborne 

INPUT em. survey covering the volcanics to the south around Schreiber, and 

specifically in the several anomaly occurrences registered by it there. In 

a venture which involved several parties, claims were staked and optioned 

to protect the best of what was available. In the event, five separate claim 

groups were acquired in this enterprise.

In April 1983, all this area was reflown, this time with a tri-frequency 

helicopter era. survey flown at low level employing visual navigation monitored 

by onboard tracking camera. Results of this second survey with respect to 

the five claim groups are discussed and evaluated herein.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

The five separate groups making up the land holding in this venture 

comprise a mixture of patented and unpatented mineral claims as follows:

Claim No.

TB 604172 

604177-83 

604507-09 

613599,600

TB 632289,90

R 606 

608,609 

660 

665

TB 561000,01 

60999 

604171 

604173 

645420,1

R 610

TB 604169,70

No. of 
Claims

l 

7 

3 

2

13

2

1

2 

l

1

2 

l 

l

1

2

12 

l

1

2

Class 

unpatented

unpatented

patented

unpatented

patented

unpatented

Township 

Priske
M

H

Copper Is,

Priske

Priske

Priske

Priske

Priske

Grout 

I

II

III

IV

V
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All claims within a group are contiguous. The unpatented claims are nominally 

of 40 acres each, and these are all registered in the name of G.L.E. Resources 

Ltd., Suite 507, 80 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ontario, M5H 2A4.

The patented claims are irregularly sized. In Group III they amount to 

approximately 360 acres, in Group IV 60 acres.

All these lands fall within a radius of 3 miles from Schreiber. Most 

are close or very close to road (Highway 17), rail (CPR main transcontinental 

line), and high tension power line serving the town and district. Access is 

excellent, and most groups can be approached directly by all-weather road.

The terrain in this region is locally rugged with frequent rock expo 

sures. It is typically forested with poplar, birch and spruce. Two of the 

claim groups border Lake Superior, and the others all lie within 2 miles of 

its shore-line.
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DETAILS OF SURVEY

The completed air survey constituted a helicopter-borne multi-sensor 

coverage of an approximate 20 sq. mile tract partially surrounding-Schreiber but 

essentially centred to the south of it and the railway. Flight lines were 

oriented due N-S and spaced 1/Sth mile apart. A total of 148 line: ndles was 

entailed in the programme, lines flown at a prescribed 60 m above ground level.

This work was undertaken in the one day (9th April, 1983). It was 

carried out under contract by Aerodat Limited of Mississauga, Ontario, deploying 

their three frequency em. system {two coil geometries), in conjunction with con 

currently measuring magnetic and V.L.F. (radio) em. sensors. The several 

equipment specifications are as follows:

1) Electromagnetic

The Geonics/Aerodat designed system provides two vertical co-axial 

coil pairs 7 m apart operating at the twin frequencies of 955 Hz and 4130 Hz in 

combination with a horizontal co-planar coil pair operating at 4500 Hz, the 

entire system housed in a bird towed at 30 m below the helicopter. In-phase 

and quadrature measurements of the received signals are made at all three 

frequencies to a sensitivity of about 3 ppm. The primary field contribution 

is compensated for to yield an effective measure of the secondary. The 

vertical pairs emphasize and help to quantify anomalous conduction in a 

steeply dipping bedrock, the horizontal pairing furnishes information mostly 

about the surficial and overburden conditions prevailing over the area of 

search.

2) V.L.F. (radio) Em.

The receiver employed was a Herz Industries model TOTEM-2A, the coils 

for which were towed in a bird 15 m below the aircraft. This system provides 
measures of the total field and the vertical out-of-phase components of the

BXGflblBUR 
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V.L.F. field at any instant. Two broadcast fields were in fact utilized in 

survey contemporaneously, one, NAA transmitted from Cutler, Maine at 17.8 kHz, 

the other NSS (21.4 kHz) transmitted from Annapolis, Maryland. As it turned 

out, the NSS signal was only minimally in operation during the period of the 

survey; thus only the NAA data have been compiled and drawn upon for present 

purposes.

3) Magnetic

A Geometrics model G-803 proton precession magnetometer supplying a 

l gamma sensitivity and synchronized to a ground base station magnetometer 

of similar typ'e and sensitivity was mounted for this survey. As for the V.L.F., 

the sensor for the airborne module was towed in a bird 15 m below the aircraft. 

The sampling rate for this magnetometer was 1.0 sec.

All collected data have been screened, edited, and where necessary 

processed. Flight path has been recovered according to visual recognition 

of landmarks and to in-flight fiducial control, and plotted in plan corres 

pondingly. The base; map for all plots is derived from a photo-mosaic laydown 

and is at a l" s \ mile scale. All final data have been compiled against 

their appropriate flight path position and either profiled (em.) or contoured 

(V.L.F. total field and magnetics) for optimum presentation.

BXGAblBUR 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Claims

For the purposes of evaluation, each group of claims is treated 

separately in respect of their recorded electromagnetic anomalies, if any. 

However note is naturally made of all regional evidence   including the 

other airborne geophysical data co-collected in survey   which is deemed 

to impinge upon the local context and the probabilities of mineral significance 

therein.

i) Group I

This is one of the larger groups and appropriately it contains some 

considerable amount of em. anomaly. However the conduction involved is 

fairly orderly and overtly formational, it comprising a number of closely 

spaced parallel axes extending over about 4000' of strike length. There is 

in addition one further conductor event to the group east side, which as 

recorded, is short and semi-isolated.

All conducting axes are closed off to all practical effect. The 

multiaxial system does appear on the last line of recording but local geology 

(OGS map P2391, Precambrian Geology of the Schreiber Area, East Part, 1981) 

firmly places a terminating mass of granite immediately beyond it to the west. 

Intrinsic conductor quality varies from medium to fair but the longer axes 

show greater strength and generally a higher resolution. All conductors here 

manifestly reside in an interbedded series of flows and tuffs ranging from 

basic to felsic chemically, and the frequent indications of sulphides (pyrite, 

pyrrhotite) within the sequence implicate them as a most likely source to the 

conduction. Actually this set of circumstances constitutes a fairly healthy 

environment for stratiform massive sulphide occurrence, and indeed has been

BXGAblBUR 
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so recognized (Carter, M.W., 1981). One of the showings (at Walker Lake) is 

known as the Elwood Occurrence and this name is here taken to identify the 

anomaly system as a whole.

What is rather intriguing about this Elwood system is the magnetic 

setting it finds itself in. A ridge of anomaly 200-300 gammas strong is 

intimately associated with the conduction, without it being consistently nor 

precisely in correlation. Some of the relief can be attributed to pyrrhotite - 

but certainly not all of it. If anything the individual conductor axes flank 

the ridge, and continue or discontinue independent of it. Thus a horizon, 

likely a tuff horizon, carrying minor magnetite is presumed extant here in 

conformity with its neighbours. It is consequentially a potential marker for 

the sequence, and it is as such that its strike behaviour becomes remarkable.

In magnetics, this ridge is seen to be not only arcuate but to display 

a decided tendency to circle back on itself at both east and west ends; indeed 

it nearly forms a ring. Such an outcome plainly is in contravention with 

mapped geology but it is not necessarily incompatible. The ring structure 

for its part evokes images of a vent which, if valid, would excite prospects 

of exhalative minerals having been deposited around its flanks. A vent in its 

present form would likely be tipped on its side and to some degree squashed 

by later tectonic pressures in the region, and thus it seems important that 

the magnetic circlet should appear to cater fully to this, including a break 

to its south side where the neck would be, given a north facing pile {as this 

is).

Of course this may be taking speculation far too far and a combination 

of faulting, folding and buried intrusion could well explain everything;

BXGAblBUR 
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nevertheless the fact that a concept like this can be generated from the 

present air-data suggests that there is more attached to this particular 

environment than has so far been granted it in the past.

By the same token, the semi-isolated conductor to the east   here 

labelled the West Pond conductor for distinction   can be either broken down 

into two separate axes hewing to the ESE strikes prescribed by geologyf or be 

consolidated into one axis bearing NE as projected by geophysics. The latter 

disposition would be totally contrary to the previous mapping here, yet it 

fits the magnetic trends and the concept which stems from them. It is there 

fore the preferred option, and although it may eventually prove incorrect, 

adopting it at this stage would ensure that such alternative will receive a 

fair consideration in ground follow-up.

The conduction itself is not of high order, in fact it is weak and 

quality-poor, but it is real, closely flanks the magnetic peak and is by all 

appearances a singular re-emergence of the Elwood iron formation system. It 

clearly warrants a detailed investigation since what eventuates here will 

affect how this whole sub-region is regarded.

ii) Group II

The two claims forming this group fall in the south-west corner of the 

survey area in a mafic metavolcanic domain variously intruded by a hornblende 

syenite, diorite and a swarm of WNW trending diabase dykes. There is present 

in consequence a considerable magnetic activity, much of it peaking outside 

and around the group so that the most notable feature on the claims themselves 

is a central low. This might in time turn out to hold mineral significance, 

particularly from the point of view of gold, but for the moment it lacks any 

direct em. indication of conducting sulphides.

BXGAMBUR 
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In fact there has been no conventional em. anomaly of any kind recorded 

across these claims. A couple of fault axes are suggested by V.L.F. but 

these are throughgoing and not locally remarkable per se. As a result, the 

property does not offer a priority interest in respect of current programme 

objectives.

iii) Group III

These claims sprawl across the centre of the survey area in a somewhat 

untidy assemblage. Together however they embrace a significant acreage and 

at least two conductor systems of record.

The most prominent of these em. events is comprised of two, closely 

spaced, parallel axes bearing north-west over a short strike distance near 

the group centre. Relative to the Group I anomalies, these responses are of 

very modest proportions and apparent conductivity but they are definite and 

belong to bedrock. The two axes are not alike however. The more southerly 

is perceptibly stronger and more sharply resolved, and is slightly the better 

conductor inherently. Not surprisingly V.L.F. favours it.

These two axes coincide with a known mineralized setting   broadly 

called the Morley Showing   which is laced by intersecting faults and diabase 

dykes. Both the magnetics and the V.L.F. reflect these latter circumstances 

well since they exist at a regional scale, but in addition there is evidence 

of local contributions. In particular the magnetics provide a small compound 

closure which almost surely relates in part to local minerals. Chalcopyrite, 

pyrite and pyrrhotite are all manifest in this host setting which includes an 

interflow ferruginous chert band striking north-west.

To the north-west in fact but separated from the above is a single 

line em. expression similar in its quality of resolution to the northerly axis

BXGAblBUR 
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of the preceding pair. On geologic mapping, it is directly related, even 

though the geophysics supposes a discontinuity (across flight line 19) and 

a setting change, e.g. clearly there is no magnetic anomaly in association. 

Nevertheless pyrite has been noted in the equivalent chert horizon following 

the same structural trend viz. a major NW fault striking across the region. 

Thus the probability is on balance that this further em. response does fairly 

belong to the Morley system.

The same can not be said for a couple of anomaly axes that fall 

within the outflung claim #R 660 of this group. Incredibly the conduction 

involved appears to occur in granite; moreover it seems confined within the 

claim boundaries. Certainly both axes are short, parallel and bear virtually 

E-W; they are also very weak and mediocre in quality, but have been highlighted 

by the V.L.F. to a sufficient extent to remove any doubt about their reality. 

Besides there is a reported showing of copper/molybdenum sulphides in the 

immediate vicinity (the McKenzie Vein), and this alone impels a closer examin 

ation. :

Magnetically this conduction, occurs at a contact, and this in itself 

is interesting since the granite outcroppings are sufficiently removed in this 

instance (over 1000') to allow volcanics to underlie the area. In fact on the 

magnetics, a tongue of volcanics can be projected at least ^ mile eastwards 

from the Worthington Bay Fault (Dwg. No. EIC-1529) to clearly and fully 

embrace the present conductor locality.

On the V.L.F. evidence, the same major NW fault which threads the 

Morley system passes within 600" to the east of these conductors   a structure 

incidentally here dubbed the Terrace Bay Lineament. In many respects then, 

this is as equally as important a conductor setting as the Morley mineralization 

but with the extra chance that because the em. anomalies are so weak, it has not

BXGAblBUR 
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received anywhere near the same attention, if indeed any at all. This then 

could be a potential virgin prospect lying under cover. As such, it warrants 

a thorough investigation.

iv) Group IV

This single claim holding abuts against the Lake Superior north shore 

where considerable exposures of hornblende syenite characterize the environment. 

A large magnetic anomaly peaks at the claim west boundary to suggest that this 

maybe is the heart of the intrusion. There is no conventional conduction 

present in the area and no indication of mineralization. Some fracturing and 

faulting are almost certainly present locally but these have no unusual 

connotations.

v) Group V

A single isolated em. anomaly has been registered in the middle of 

this two-claim block. It is weak and sharply local, and correlates exactly 

with a known showing mineralization (the Downey massive sulphide occurrence). 

Copper and molybdenum sulphides are reported in attendance.

It is a very limited mineralization on the evidence. It provokes no 

response from the V.L.F. survey, and elicits no distinctive expression in the 

magnetics despite the pyrrhotite. Geologically it occurs at a syenite contact 

  which fact is corroborated by the magnetics   and ostensibly is confined 

to it. Thus the past drilling in the setting has probably closed the prospect 

off from all sides. In-depth possibilities perhaps remain, and indeed these may 

deserve some early consideration, but compared to other offerings in the 

programme, they do not for the moment rate as a top concern.
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B. Regional and Environmental Considerations

Beyond the claim blocks themselves, the air survey has provided a 

wealth of regional information which promise a perspective as exploration 

proceeds and local empiricsms are established. It is possible to discern 

several large scale features in the already processed data, and these can 

be made to knit reasonably well with mapped geology (IVg. No. EIC-1529). 

Still there are matters of issue which remain unresolved but which will 

become important to exploration probabilities in the region sooner or later. 

For instance, it is presently difficult to discriminate the components that 

make up the volcanic succession, or more pointedly, to perceive how the Group 

I sulphide conduction relates to the Morley mineralization of Group III as 

proposed by geology (Carter, M.W., 1981). To be true, there is very evidently 

a structural connection between the two environments by virtue of the Terrace 

Bay Lineament, and ostensibly this is post-mineralization as presumed, but on 

the geophysical indications, the lithologic settings are not the same. More 

over there are repeated hints in the geophysics that there is not one simple 

horizon involved but several. Clearly then, there is much :room for conjecture, 

and the relationships which actually apply in the area,will likely require 

some sorting out with time. '

For any exercise of this nature, it might be added, the conductors 

beyond the project claims obviously will need to be included. As it transpires, 

there are only two extra conductor systems which would carry weight in the 

considerations, and one of these falls in Lake Superior where it can not be 

staked (by a 1912 Order in Council). This is unfortunate since on appearances 

it is an extremely attractive system lying just beyond the Schreiber Point 

Fault in a probable volcanic setting. Geophysically in fact, it would make 

more sense to tie the Morley conduction to this feature event stratigraphically

BXGAblBUR 
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rather than to attempt to link it with Elwood. The latter occurrence for 

its part finds a greater affinity for the second outside system located in 

Lamont Lake to the area north^side, where both pyrite and graphite are re 

ported, and there is evidence of a multiaxial conduction in a differentiated 

volcanic environment. Further east, there occur the iron formations of the 

Otisse Mine setting where again a mixture of sulphides and graphite is 

reported, although in this case the amount of conduction registered in 

correlation is minimal. Overall then, the general impression is gained 

that stratigraphic relationships in the area are governed fundamentally by 

an E-W geology rather than by NW-SE structural displacements of unpredictable 

size and incidence.

There is finally the likelihood that there exist two kinds of minerali 

zation in the region. One of these pertains to the classic stratiform banded 

sulphides of volcanogenic origins, and the Elwood conduction of Group I, the 

Morley system of Group III, as well as the anomaly systems in Collingwood Bay 

and Lamont Lake are believed of this type. The second kind identifies closely 

with the felsic intrusive contact and typically is size limited. The Downey 

conductor of Group V is seen to fall into this category. It is possible of 

course the two mineral habitats will overlap in places due to the irregular 

nature of the intrusive encroachment through the area, and so a conductor 

event like the McKenzie Vein could fit either type. Only ground sampling 

will likely remove the uncertainty in such cases.

All the discussed conductors have an excellent chance of being caused 

by sulphides. This is in no way determined by the quality of the conduction 

but by the probabilities of their settings. Graphite is a companion possibility, 

particularly in Group I , but it is nevertheless seen as a lesser likelihood 

even there. It is also quite feasible that fault gouge material might make a 

contribution in places, especially along the Terrace Bay Lineament as it

EXGAblBUR 
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passes through Group III. The other three kinds of conduction recognized in 

the area, viz. that engendered by magnetite, lake bottom sediments and culture

are regarded as not affecting in any serious way the significance of the
l 

reviewed systems.

Just the same, these other forms of conduction are present in all 

five claims groups to some extent or another, and will have to be watched 

for and allowed for in any future ground surveying by em. methods therein. 

Actually the magnetite conduction is not regarded as detrimental. It is 

geologic in cause and can aid in overall interpretation; however its presence 

can distort conventional anomalies and so lead to false conclusions in respect 

of them locally. As for lakes and lake bottoms, amazingly it is seen that 

Lake Superior is a source of environmental response. This is put down to 

effluence from the Terrace Bay pulp mill. Other lakes in the area are 

similarly polluted, it seems. The cultural effects for their part are in 

places quite severe and will be inhibiting to ground survey where they are 

encountered, but happily the occasions this will happen will usually be in 

limited and easily identifiable sectors. Nevertheless culture can supply 

unforeseen twists, and because this is so, a conductor axis which has been 

delineated over three lines east of Schreiber and which appears genuine as 

anomaly systems go is regarded with considerable misgiving because it looks 

artificially positioned with respect to the railway and to outcrop geology. 

It falls outside the present claims and is therefore not a candidate for 

current follow-up, but its location ought to be ground inspected for cultural 

cause for the sake of understanding the probabilities of noise versus geologic 

happenstance in this area.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded that six prospective localities have been detected by
i 

the geophysical air survey over the held ground. These are distributed

unevenly through the three of the five claim blocks, but in each case there 

is record of sulphide mineralization in the immediate environs, if not in 

coincidence. A masking cover is sometimes present but it is neither thick 

nor widespread, nor is it inimical to geophysical method.

Because of the amount of outcrop information, the showing evidence on 

record, and the general accessibility of the area, it might be said that many 

of the above prospects have already been fully explored, and that a new round 

of investigations does not contain the normal odds for success. On the other 

hand, these same sulphides and the known geology have reduced significantly 

the ambiguity of the geophysics and permit exploration to be placed in the 

right setting virtually from the start. The main chance in fact lies not with 

the surface showing and the indifferent em. responses it might have produced 

but with the potential primary sulphide deppsit sitting below it at depth, 

say +500 1 from surface, for which the showing is but an expression of a 

stringer mineralization dispersed around its fringes in the stratum of the 

ore. The risk that has to be run is that the surface prospect represents a 

lower tail (rather than the upper) of the projected deposit which now no 

longer exists because it has been eroded off. All in all however, given the 

capabilities of modern geophysics in achieving the requisite depth of penetra 

tion, both from surface and down-hole but particularly the latter, the odds 

are more favourable than ,in the past for an airborne follow-up programme to 

succeed in pursuing a massive sulphide mineralization in this mode of occurrence.

It is therefore recommended that a ground exploration be instituted,
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using the six cited localities of interest as convenient focal points for 

investigation and complying to the following terms and conditions.

i) a rough priority be accorded the six situations, as given here 

in descending order:

1) Group III f Morley system main conductor

2) Group III* Morley system NW extension

3) Group III, McKenzie vein conductor

4) Group I , West Pond conductor(s)
5) Group I, Elwood multiaxial system

6) Group V , Downey showing conductor;

ii) a standard follow-up surveying with horizontal loop em. be under 

taken of each target setting, lines 100 m apart, station interval 

25 m, at a coil separation of 100 m employing the two frequencies 

888 Hz and 3555 Hz;

iii) auxiliary magnetics and V.L.F. (radio) em. surveying be extended 

to the horizontal loop em. grid so prepared, the V.L.F. measure 

ments being taken in the NSS broadcast field preferably;

iv) assuming the target conduction now defined, a programme of deeply 

penetrating em. be applied to it and its environment. The Crone 

DEEPEN system is recommended for this phase of work. The grid of 

lines will likely have to be tailored to each individual situation, 

but within the constraints of the claims, an expanded grid is 

generally foreseen for this survey stage;

v) the first drilling, at least in sectors where there are mineral 

showings or t^iere is known past drilling, be laid out to test 

features in some depth, say a minimum of 100 m vertically from 

surface for the targeted intersection;
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vi) all such holes be logged with down-hole pulse em. The Crone

DEEPEM equipment can be readily adapted to this manner of surveying, 

and commends itself consequentially;

vii) future test holes be laid out according to the results and findings 

of the returned logs.

Implicit to all these recommendations is an on-going geologic explor 

ation and research involving mapping, logging and assaying, together with 

conceptual projections and economic assessment of mineral showing and 

intercepts. In this way the project can be expected to yield a maximum return 

for the step-by-step geophysical and drilling approaches above advocated.

JBB:sb

December 21, 1984

J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant.
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INTRODUCTION

A parcel of 4 patented mineral claims near the town of Schreiber, 
north-west Ontario, was taken under option to allow the investigation of a 

sulphide zone officially known as the Morley Showing. The impetus for this 
acquisition stemmed from the important zinc discoveries made by Corporation 
Falconbridge Copper in similar volcanics 23 kms to the NNW, and from the 
combined airborne geophysical and ground evidence that inherent prospects of 

the Morley setting had been far from adequately sampled.

In a preliminary move to obtain an improved data base for the area, 
a ground geophysical surveying was implemented in late 1984. The results of 
this work are presented and discussed herein.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

The subject property is comprised of the four claims, all patented, 

numbered as hereunder:

R 608 

R 609 

R 610 

R 665

in the Copper Island region, Thunder Bay Mining Division, Ontario. They form 
a contiguous block centred 2.4 kms SSE from the town of Schreiber on the CPR 
main transcontinental line and the trans-Canada highway. A high tension power 

transmission line crosses the north-east corner of the claims area (Dwg. 
No. EIC-1537) .

The terrain within the area is lumpy, and rock exposures are rela 

tively common. Showings of sulphide mineralization occur in several places 
including implicitly those localities where old workings are in evidence. 
Trenches, pits and an adit with shaft in the centre east of the property testify 
to past interest. The so-called Morley showing which actually amounts to two 
appearances of gossanous sulphides in a zone reportedly 305 m long and l m wide 

occurs within this sector.
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Work on this property area dates back to at least 1897.

Sampling of the various gossans therein has been undertaken fitfully 

over the years and has been far from perfectly recorded. Just the same, both 

vein and massive sulphide mineralization containing polymetallic values rich 

in gold, silver, lead and zinc have been repeatedly noted.

The first geophysical survey on record is a combined resistivity 

and magnetic survey conducted by GeoTechnical Mining and Development in 1953. 

Two anomalous zones in resistivity were found, one in intimate association with 

the main (southerly) showings. A hole drilled in 1956 by Thorncrest Exploration 

Ltd. was presumably carried out in follow-up of this correlation. It encounter 

ed strong brecciation, and a tremendous amount of core was lost, apparently 

more than 50* of the 392' core length. What appears extraordinary neverthe 

less is that those small fragments of rock which were recovered in the crumbled 

sections often displayed evidence of a heavy sulphide mineralization containing 

grade material, especially in zinc. Even more extraordinary it seems, no 

further drilling was ever embarked upon as a consequence.

An airborne (INPUT) em. survey was flown over the area in 1970 by 

OJA Ltd., and a second one utilizing a helicopter system (Geonics/Aerodat) 

including V.L.F. (radio) em. was completed in 1983 by United Continental Energy 

Corp. As far as can be ascertained none of the obtained anomalies found 

resident in the property has ever received ground geophysical screening or 

been subjected to test by drilling. Certainly this is true of the 1983 flying 

results, but why the earlier results did not attract investigative attention 

is not known.
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DETAILS OF SURVEY

These first ground geophysical surveys constituted a combined 

magnetic and horizontal loop electromagnetic coverage of the claims area from 

a grid of lines 400' apart and oriented 40 East of North.

The grid itself in its preparation was controlled from a base-line 

running 310OT. Lines were laid off orthogonally and cut, chained and picketed 

every 100' to the property limits.

Magnetic measurements (of the total terrestrial field) were taken 

at 50" intervals along these lines. They were collected with an EDA model 

PPM 300 proton precession magnetometer to a 0.1 gamma sensitivity and an 

estimated accuracy of - 5 gamma. Diurnals were monitored by regular looping 

to a base station during the field operation. The duly corrected data have 

been posted in plan and subsequently contoured at a fundamental contour inter 

val of 100 gamma.

The horizontal loop em. results have been obtained from the deployment 

on line of an Apex Parametrics MaxMin II system at an intercoil separation of 

400'. Traverse readings were taken at 100' intervals at 3 frequencies, viz. 

444 Hz, 1777 Hz, 3555 Hz. Accrued data have been profiled against their line 

of recording in a set of three plans, one for each frequency.

All plans compiled for the presentation of these geophysical results 

and their interpretation are at a scale of 1:2400.
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and individually are rarely classic in their resolutions. Compound sources 

are suspected in places, especially towards the south-east. This is true not 

only of the prime conductor system but of the secondary ones besides.

The second and third conductors, it will be observed, occur essen 

tially as a separate entities ,up to 500' away on the south-west flank. Distinc 

tively, they are relatively short (1200') narrow, and shallow. They too are 

terminated by the Worthington Bay Fault at their south-east limits, but to the 

north-west there is uncertainty as to what happens. This is because line 24W 

in response terms is quite ambiguous with an array of comparatively modest 

peakings along it which really has no counterpart elsewhere in the area. A 

more fragmented environment than usual'is suggested, and continuities through 

it are difficult to establish.

Another line providing unusual anomaly is 16W adjoining the Worthing 

ton Bay Fault. Here the sharply resolved peakings imply a flat sheet source 

about 100' wide, perhaps 300' long, and of very limited thickness. For such a 

body as this to exist in a steeply dipping geology demands an abnormal congru 

ence of circumstances, smeared strikes in the fault direction for instance, 

and a fault-limited depth extent to all conductive sources locally. If correct, 

this probably means the Worthington Bay Fault dips west (at 60 , say) and has 

caused lateral displacements regionally in the sense west side north.

A fault is also proposed for the line 24W vicinity to help explain 

in its own way the very strange results obtained there. No relative movement 

can be discerned for this structure, however.

The exhibited conductivities through all these em. expressions are 

rated medium, with the possible exception of line 16W where superficially at
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least they attain higher levels. It remains to be seen whether this signifies 

an increased concentration of sulphides in this locale, or merely reflects an 

extra noise component. This latter reservation is raised because there is 

indication in a few places in the general background of the grid that intercoil 

misorientation noise has crept into the (in-phase) data. Departures at 

5S/32W, 3S/16W, 21N/28W are considered examples, and they are large enough to 

represent a worry should they, by happenstance, introduce distortion or mis 

information in a section of genuine anomaly. For this reason on the lines 

to the far north-west, more attention is given the out-of-phase response than 

the in-phase which tends to behave with inconsistency as the main conductor 

system progressively weakens through this quarter.

B. Magnetics

The dominant aspect of the magnetic results is the dyking. Bearing 

W to WWW, a swarm of late-stage diabase dykes threads the area, and since on 

this heading, they at times snuggle close to the strike direction of the main 

conductor axis, these quite magnetic features rather unhelpfully clutter the 

geophysical description of the environment. (They may well similarly prove a 

nuisance to drilling in due course.)

Nevertheless there does appear across the northern sections of the 

grid a second trend in fair prominence. This bears NW-SE, and is consistent 

enough to presume, as geology infers, that it denotes the formational grain 

of the country. That this regime should not extend to the rest of the grid 

area, as plainly it doesn't, can be put down to two factors: one, an inter 

vening structure, two, a change of lithology. As to the last, there is good 

reason to suppose from the scatter of outcrop therein that intermediate-felsic 

volcanics and granite in mutual non-magnetic contrast occupy most of this 

sector. Apart from the dykes this is therefore a quiet sector with very little 

innate relief to work with magnetically.
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With respect to the structure, geology provides a fault shear which 

passes through the heart of the mineralized setting. It has major regional 

connotations on the 1983 airborne VLF evidence, and in an earlier reporting 

(Excalibur #84-LIN-2: Recent AEM Results, Priske Township, Copper Island 

Claims Groups, Thunder Bay Mining Division, Ontario, dated Dec. 21, 1985) it 

was conveniently labelled the Terrace Bay Lineament. It is on outcrop authority, 

a bounding fault between mafic volcanics to the north-east and felsic-intermed- 

iate volcanics to the south-west. This division fairly fits the magnetics 

although it becomes apparent that the structure involved is no simple axis but 

a zone incorporating potentially several axes arranged en echelon.

On the evidence, the main conductor system is not distinctively 

magnetic, or more to the point, it appears non-magnetic. In its passage across 

the area at least one dyke transects it, but if this is "looked through", the 

conductor consistently associates with a low magnetic relief typical to back 

ground. The central conductor is similarly neutral. By contrast, the third 

short conductor is quite magnetic, whether the correlation is expressed 

positively or negatively. A fair amount of pyrrhotite is called for in con 

sequence, although minor magnetite could toe co-extant. As for the em., local 

shallow incidences are implicit. The concern that small bodies limited in their 

extent, particularly in their width and down-dip dimensions, occur here is 

reinforced thereby.

However, aside from such local signatures as they may individually 

supply, it is important to note that on the whole all these conductive axes 

transgress the magnetic trends of the formational geology described in the 

grid north half. Indeed only in short sections is there any empathy displayed 

for these trends at all, and the conclusion is inevitably arrived at that it
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is not just the main horizon which is so influenced but that the bulk of the 
observed conduction in the area is also shear controlled (in the WNW direction)

Also important is the evidence in the magnetics of a. couple of 
cross-structural breaks additional to the well established Worthington Bay 
Fault. As discerned (Dwg. No. EIC-1539), one of these bears N-S, the other 
NE-SW, the pair cutting through the central parts of the property. The NE-SW 
fault particularly has been projected to help explain the odd arrangement of 
em. anomaly which exists on line 24W. In addition, geology prescribes a NNE 
axis in the grid far west, and while this feature finds a ready support in the 
recent airborne data (both mag. and V.L.F.), it has no recognizable expression 
in the present ground results. Notwithstanding, its existence there is pre 

sumed, and approximately as shown.

Of all these structures, the so-called shearing is likely the most 

crucial to mineral localization. The cross-faults have disrupted and dis 
placed horizons but do not appear to have remobilized and so ostensibly dis 

tributed sulphides the way the shearing has. In this context alas, graphite 
development looms as an attendant possibility. Moreover it is this structural 
family that the late-stage mafic dykes has so clearly exploited in this area. 

It is possible too that the mapped chert unit at the Morley Showing is an 
alteration feature governed by this same structural incidence. Whatever the 
case in detail, it is plain that overall a considerable structural exercise 
has taken place in this area, and that all lithologies including the granite 

intrusions are affected to some degree or another.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It can be concluded, readily enough, that the anomalies of the HEM 

air-survey have been picked up on the ground in a setting of heavy shearing 

and lithologic change. Both remobilized sulphides and graphite are considered 

likely as conductor causes, separately and in combination.

However such conduction on the ground evidence is much broken up, 

it often occurring in small zones and pods of irregular extent. In consequence 

perhaps, the indicated conductivities are not of a high order characteristically, 

These circumstances, while creating some uncertainties on the local scale about 

what resides where, are on the whole regarded with favour. With a host 

geology ranging through a mafic volcanic succession in contact with inter- 

mediate/felsic volcanics, the coincidence of a major fault/shear structure, 

and the close proximity of granite intrusions suggest that a multi-staged, 

multi-metallic mineralization could be present here. The existence of several 

old workings in the immediate environment fortify this notion.

It is concluded that a drill testing on several sections through 

this setting will eventually be required. It is to this purpose that the 

following recommendations are made:

i) that a surface mapping of outcrops and topographic feature be

carried out as a top priority as ground conditions permit. Care

is to be taken that all old test sites are plotted into plan;

ii) that a V.L.F. (radio) em. survey be extended to the grid area 

utilizing the broadcast fields of NSS (21.4 kHz), Annapolis, 

Maryland, and NLK (24.8kHz), Seattle, Washington, stations to
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be read every 50' along traverse wherever practical. The 

recommended receiver for this work is the Geonics model EM-16;

iii) that diamond drilling be laid out on the basis of the collected 

data after reconciliation with the present grid information. A 

minimum of 2500' of initial drilling is envisaged.

It is implicit to all the foregoing that this is a property of 

undoubted mineral prospects. What is now needed is solid evidence that the 

chances of making a significant discovery in depth do exist and which can 

actually be made with the determination of the near-surface circumstance and of 

the extended downward controls that are likely in force.

JBB:sb

March 25, 1985

J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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